Stories about Weather

I Survived Hurricane Katrina by Lauren Tarshis
Kippers Book of Weather by Mick Inkpen (board book)
Tornado Hits! By Hilde Lysiak
Otis and the Tornado by Lauren Long
Who Likes Rain by Wong Herbert Lee

Meteorology Activity Book by Jenny Jacoby
Meteorologists by Sandra Christian
The Magic School Bus Inside a Hurricane by Joanna Cole
Wild Weather Days by Kate Marisco
Experiments with Weather by Salvatore Tocci
Weather by Dan Green
You Wouldn’t Want to Live Without Extreme Weather by Roger Canavan
Wild Weather: Storms, Meteorology, and Climate by MK Reed (Shelved with Graphic Novels
It’s Raining by Gail Gibbons

En Español

La Meteorología por Nedeljko Todorovic
El Tiempo por Kathleen Petelinsek
Las Estaciones y el tiempo por Mary Berendes
Tornado en Martes por Mary Pope Osborne
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